Safety Tips Around Campus Facilities and Construction Sites

- Stay on sidewalks and cross at crosswalks. Please ensure your campers know never to cross University Drive without a staff escort.
- Watch for vehicles, especially large trucks whose driver’s visibility may be limited and where driver’s ability to stop quickly may be limited.
- The Clark Circle is two vehicles wide. If a bus is parked at the curb, another vehicle could pass by it to access the Beacon’s Parking Lot.
- Shuttle Bus #2 now regularly stops at Clark Circle.
- Respect construction site boundaries, especially at site gates. Do not enter into the construction site!
- There is absolutely no access to the Substructure except via the public and covered walkway from the Beacons Parking Lot to the Science Center Lower Level Elevator Lobby. Take this elevator to Floor 2 to access the Catwalk and all other buildings.
- Check the UMass Boston website for the construction updates.
- Uneven surface alert! No running on plaza and no climbing on the seawall or chains along the Harborwalk.
- Every Elevator contains a button to contact Public Safety in case on an elevator problem. When you press the button, you will be directly connected with the Public Safety Dispatch.